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Cost Inflation is Helping our Ground Game
This year is getting off to a difficult start, with inflation and
weather causing more stress than usual. At Pacific Gro
we’re seeing a powerful positive trend and a couple
negative impacts.
The price spike for synthetic fertilizer is adding momentum
to this transition to regenerative practices. Ever more
producers are changing their input strategy, or are eager
to learn how to do this to increase ROI without increasing
their risk. Mark is fielding a lot of inquiries and meeting
people who are ready to re-allocate their budgets to
reduce NPK and add biological practices.
The high cost of trucking is causing more inflation on top of input
costs. It’s costing about 50 c/gal more to deliver truckloads of
Pacific Gro this year. And we’ve been unable to book tankers at
any reasonable cost.
And then there’s the weather. I suppose there’s always something to say about the weather. But we’re seeing multiple week
delays throughout the country.
Meanwhile we keep working on expanding our capacity, while
we struggle with staffing shortages, doing all we can to keep up
with you guys.
Another trend we’re noticing is that more companies are combining biological inputs in cocktails and tank mixes, supporting
microbial products with carbon-based inputs. There’s a lot of
innovation going on in farming. It feels like we’re in the midst
of a mainstream shift in how we grow food.

Our Growing Farmer-Dealer Network

Huge organic berries grown by Apical Crop Science

The Benefits of Biological
Regenerative farming is about increasing the
soil biome, which improves farming in many
ways.
Diverse microbes procure nutrients and feed
plants more nutritionally balanced rations.
This makes for healthier plants that are more
resilient to pests and disease. The microbes
also signal and stimulate natural growth
hormones.
The growing microbe population increases
soil organic matter, which provides on-going
benefits: a more porous soil tilth, that is both
more aerobic and holds more water;
increased capacity to chelate nutrients so
they’re available when needed. And this also
amounts to more carbon held in the ground.
There’s more interest in soil carbon, a conversation that is gaining credibility with farmers,
though without conviction that this leads to a
pay-off beyond the value of better farming.

A strong network of independent dealers powers both our
success and the adoption of better farming practices.
This is a ‘Field Forward Approach’, where changes are led
by people with farming experience who are also
progressive consultants, eager to help others.
This network combines innovation and experience
to deploy various solutions and input programs.
Together small players, like us and other input
manufacturers and consultant-dealers, become
a team that’s making great headway.

Subscribe to our blog
If you would like to receive our blog
posts, please sign up at our website
Blog Signup (pacificgro.com)
or follow us on Facebook or Linked-In
We also welcome guest blogs that
help inform and grow our community.

